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  Problem set 9/sample final out tomorrow... 
  This week’s readings: DeLong and Olney, 

chapters 13 and 14... 
  April 14 take-home assignment at http://

delong.typepad.com/
berkeley_econ_101b_spring/2011/04/
takehome.html  or http://tinyurl.com/
dl20110414a 

  Due now via email... 

Logistics 



  Growth: production function 
  Growth: balanced growth path 
  Growth: forecasting 
  Depression: NIPA 
  Depression: income-expenditure 
  Depression: investment-savings 
  Depression: real interest rate movements 
  Inflation: quantity theory of money 
  Inflation: Phillips Curve 
  Inflation: MPRF 
  Inflation: Expectationally-consistent 

equilibrium 

Problems to Solve 
  Budget: sustainability 
  Budget: burden of debt 
  Budget: crowding out 
  Data: pace of long-term growth 
  Data: world real GDP 
  Data: spread of world GDP 
  Data: unemployment rate 
  Data: employment-to-population ratio 
  Data: inflation rate 
  Data: government spending 
  Data: government deficits 
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Call This Date 2015. What Will the 
World Look Like in 2015? “Baseline” 



Call This Date 2015. What Will the 
World Look Like in 2015? 

“Alternative” 



Medical Care Across Countries 



Medicare Spending by District 



What Are These Differences Buying 
Us? 



Four Big Questions 

  Why is U.S. health care spending so much 
higher than spending in other countries? 

  Why is U.S. health care spending projected to 
grow at such a rapid rate? 

  Why is there so little correlation between 
excess U.S. health care spending and health 
outcomes? 

  What should the federal government do about 
the forthcoming health-care cost explosion? 



Differences with Other Countries 
  Huge numbers of administrators... 

-  Pass the hot potato 
  Much larger pharmaceutical profits... 

-  Price ≠ marginal cost 
-  Free-riding by foreigners 

  Higher doctors’ earnings... 
-  But doctors are not terribly happy 

  More and better-paid specialists... 
-  Control of the DRGs 

  Defensive medicine 
-  Malpractice 

  Market concentration 
-  Antitrust 



General Drivers of High and Rising 
Health Care Costs 

  Patients are ignorant 
  Patients care a lot 
  Technological progress is expensive 
-  LASIK 

  Uncompensated care 
  The knotted role of insurance 
  Gatekeepers and “death panels” 



Little Correlation Between Costs and 
Outcomes 

  Hand washing and checklists 
  Regional differences in customary payments 
  Evidence-based medicine? 



Components of U.S. Health Care 
Financing 

  Medicaid 
-  For the poor 
-  For the disabled 
-  For the old and newly poor 

  Medicare 
  Private large-firm employer-sponsored 

insurance 
  Private small-firm and individual insurance 
  Out of pocket 



What Is to Be Done? 
  The Obama Plan 

-  Cadillac Plan tax, IPAB, evidence-based medicine, exchanges 
  The Ryan Plan 

-  Repeal ObamaCare 
-  “Skin in the game” 
-  Cap on government payments 

  Starting in 2022, turn Medicare into ObamaCare which is really RomneyCare 
-  Plus $4 trillion of spending reductions and $4 trillion of tax cuts over the 

next decade 
  Single-payer 
  Backstop catastrophic 
  These are the biggest decisions the government is going to make 

over my and probably your lifetimes 



Debt Sustainability 
  The government deficit: G-T 
  The primary deficit-to-GDP ratio: [(G-iD)-T]/Y = dp 
  The debt-to-GDP ratio: D/Y 
  (D/Y)t+1 = (1+gd-gy)(D/Y)t  

  gy = n + g 
   gd = r + dp(Y/D)  
  (D/Y)t+1 = (1+ r + dp(Y/D) - n - g)(D/Y)t 
  (D/Y)t+1 = (1+ r - n - g)(D/Y)t + dp 

  (D/Y)t+1 – (D/Y)t= (r - n - g)(D/Y)t + dp 



Debt Sustainability II 
  (D/Y)t+1 – (D/Y)t= (r - n - g)(D/Y)t + dp 

  If r < n + g, then D/Y grows more and more slowly 
and then stops... 

  If r > n + g, need to run a primary surplus—to have 
a budget surplus greater than the interest burden... 

  Historically, in the U.S. r < n + g... 
  But no reason to think that it will always be so... 
  And a high D/Y likely to flip r... 
  And you want headroom to borrow for national 

emergencies... 



Other Public Policy Size-of-
Government Considerations 

  Are our marginal tax rates too high? 
  Is our tax base too high? 
  Is our tax base too low? 
  How much should we be spending on security? 
  How much should we be spending on non-health 

income support? 
  How much should the government be spending to 

boost capital? 
  Other government operations: hurricane monitoring 

anybody? 



Is There a Compelling Argument for 
Shrinking Government—or Capping 

Its Growth? 


